The Prototype Resistance “GAUNTLET”.

Weapon
Gauntlet

Cost
10,000cr

Damage
2d10

Critical
x2

Range increment
100 feet

Weight
3lb

Type
Fire

The Prototype “Gauntlet” was developed by the Resistance fighters, known as the Sons of
Arias, a group of Half Dragons devoted to Arias a now deceased gold Dragon, who sought to
fight back in secret against the atrocities being committed by Mezzenbone, under his rule.
The Gauntlet prototypes were recovered from the Destroyed resistance base on the planet
Ridgea.
Combining a sophisticated minicomputer with the same capabilities as a Datapad (SFHB
pg106), personal communicator, security and multiscanner, with a built in Laser pistol and
unique energy shield, all into a small forearm bracer type design, that is powered by a single
Heavy Cell.
Notes:
The Gauntlet’s Energy shield, protects the wearer with an invisible energy field, that sparks
and crackles blue whenever incoming fire hits it, it isn’t impenetrable, nor will it absorb all
damage, but what it does do is provide a significant measure of extra protection for the
wearer (+4 Deflection bonus to AC).
The Gauntlet’s laser has the capacity for 50 shots, before the Heavy cell is depleted. For
each hour the Shield is active the number of shots available goes down by one, if the Heavy
cell is depleted either via the shield or the laser, then the Gauntlet becomes inactive.
Fortunately the Heavy cells used in the gauntlet are of a new design themselves (cost twice
normal), and can be recharged, however each time they are recharged they lose 1d4 charges
from their maximum charge capacity. (e.g Lt. Abel recharges his Gauntlets cell after having
depleted it, his player rolls a D4, getting a 3, once the heavy cell is recharged it now only
holds 47 charges maximum less than it previously had. Eventually Lt. Abel will have to
replace the cell).
For those using my Custom computer rules, the Minicomp in the Gauntlet is as follows.
Processor: Type 1 Alpha Effective INT: 9 Actions/Round: 1 Max Prog Rating: +2
Memory: 20 Terabytes Max Prog Size: +2 Max No. of Progs: 10 Primary Power
Source: Heavy Power cell Secondary Power Source: None Cost: 9,870 credits
Extras: Motion Sensor, Multiscanner, Terminal, Personal Communicator, Security scanner,
EMP shielded.
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